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                (1) What Marx really meant
   For avoiding dogmatism
   First of all, when we are going to study and build up our outlook,
especially in relation to Marxism, what G.D.H. Cole said is noteworthy:
"the world we have to study has grown directly out of the world
Marx studied. Our world is continuous with his' and to some extent                                            'he was able to forsee aright how the one would develop out of the
other. We shall doubtless find after all that many of his questions
are our questions too, and derive from them answers of the same
order as his own."(i) "But we must not, at our peril, assume in advance
that this is so of any particular question. We must look closely at
our own world, not only for the answers to our questions, but equally
for the questions themselves."`2' According to P. Sweezy, Marx's view
of capitalism may be summed up as follows: his conclusion is, as we
have seen, "at a certain stage, capitalist relation of production will
cease to foster the development of the forces of production, and will
instead turn into so many fetters on the further expansion of the forces
of production This will mark the beginning ofa revolutionary period
during which the working class, at once oppressed and disciplined by
its special position in society, will overturn the existing relations of
production and estblish in their stead higher, socialist, relations of
production."(3) What is the capitalism in this case? We must ex-
amine the downfall of capitalism and revolution that Marx really
meant.
   Moreover, according to P. Sweezy, " we come now to the question of
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2the part played by the state in transitions from one social order to an
other, in other words, to the problem of State and Revolution. The
Marxian view is that a ruling class will fight to the last to maintain the
social system from which it beneflts. Since the state is the instrument
of the ruling class, it follows that a state, once flrmly established, must
always be expected to be a conservative and, if necessary, a counter.
revolutionary force. On the other hand, the meaning of a successful '
revolution is the coming to power of a new ruling class which needs
a state as much as its predecessor did; and the state of this new
ruling class performs a revolutionary function, often for long periods, in
liquidating the remnants of the old order and in laying the foundation
of the new. Thus there is no simple generalization which will cover
the relation of the state to revolution; all that can be said with
assurance is that the same state will not play both a revolutionary
and counter-revolutionary role. Though it may sound paradoxical,
it is nevertheless true that a revolution involves both thedestruction of
a state and the creation of a state."(4)
   Furthermore, Sweezy goes on. a revolution of Marxism "is a period
in which two or more classes contend for the immediate possesion of
political power and for the ultimate right to organize society in accor-
dance with their own interests and ideas. That both side use force
in such a struggle goes without saying;,as Marx put it, force is a
midwife of every old society pregnant with the new. But force must
not be confused with violence. So far are the two from being identi-
cal that the completely sucessfu} use of force implies the absence of
violence, because those against whom force is used recognize the
futility of resistnce. As a matter of historical experience, of course,
revolutions have usually been accompanied by violence, but Marxists
have always held that circumstances can arise in which a peaceful
revolution is possible, Thus Marx himself, speaking in 1872, conceded
the posibility of a peaceful transition to sociaiism in England and the
United States. Three years after Marxs' death, Engels wrote of
England as a country in which a peaceful socialist revolution was
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posible."(s)
    Meanwhile in considering the Marxian capitalism, especially its
downfall and consequent revolution, we must carefully examine all
the works of Marx and Engels particulerly remembering that they
vigorously criticized only liberal, laissez-faire capitalism of the 19th
century. without saying anything about the modern capitalism in
modern advanced countries, which developed only after their death.
In other words, modern capitalism in advanced countries, today, has
substituted the liberal, laissez-faire capitalism of the older days.
This substitution means that a rising modern capitalism has achieved
or is going to achieve its aims, simultaneously with the downfall of
the liberal capitalism. Consequently, we have, already, experienced
a revolution or have been drawn into it. Then, what does a revolu-
tion mean in these caseslt'
    Meaning of revolution
    '`Marx once praised the Commune and said it proved that the
working class cannot simply lay hold ready-made state machinery,
and wield it for its own purpose."(6) Though admiring the force of the
revolution as stated above, both Marx and Engels, in the latter half
of their lives, changed their position, as already we have seen, and
" did not deny the possiblity of securing progressive from the capital-
ist state."(7) They were well aware of the growth of such legislation,
especially through the developing political powers of the Social-
Demecratic Party in Germany. They believed that the struggles of
class-antagonism between bourgeoisie and proletariats could assume
the form of the struggle for such measures of social amelioration, or
social reform even through the bourgeois parliamentary method as
substitute for the revolutionary struggle, in such stage of prosperous
capitalist advancement as in contemporary Great Britain, Germany
and the United States.
   Whether it succeeds, of course, depends on the vital part of the
training of the proletariat in solidarity and class-conscjousness in
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relation to the bourgeoisie at that stage; both Marx and Engels
inclined to be optimistic(8), at least, in regard to advanced countries.(9)
What caused the transformation of their outlook between in the former
half of their Iives and the latters'?
    It was mainly because circumstances of capitalism had changed
in Europe. European capitalism about the middle half of the 19th
century had clearly suffered a short period of deadlock; commercial
and industrial crises increased and the socialist movements like the
February Revolution in France, and the Chartist movements in Great
Britain cropped up one after another in the following atomosphere of
social anxiety. After a while, however, it supplanted by a more
developing stage of capitalism, i.e., the imperialistic stage of capitalism.
As a result of this new development, it regained its stabilities and
prosperities, by developing new markets in colonial areas in which
native men were more oppressed and more exploited for their labour
and wealth by their masters. The working class in european capitalism
thus gradually raised their standard of living benefiting from the
fraction of tremendous bourgeois profits. In another words, the euro-
pean working class acquired better economic living simultaneously
with the bourgeoisie in contrast with their subject peoples, i.e., the
colonies. Though the contradictions of capitalism still remained in
the modern capitalist state, they now, however, enlarged as between
the colonial countries and the subject ones. European capitalist
colonialism has, to put it strictly, caused the rise of independence
movements in their colonies, i.e., new types of nationalism, democracy,
socialism, and revolution against the colonial powers. Turning again
to the techical terms, the revolution means, in its ordinary sense, a
thorough, social, economic and political change in any great community;
there can be no revolution until social and economic conditions are
ripe for such a change, new political powers frequently are based on
the socio-economical changes, in short, new political orders correspond
to these changes. 'When once the conditions for change are ripe, new
political powers and orders are established, usually by means of re-
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volution justifying the use of force; force, then, helps revolution in
such case.
    At the same time, there are several revolutions, for example,
Grorious Revolution in Great Britain as one of them, which peacefully
achieved their aims.
    In other words, the styles of the revolution can be divided into
two categories; one, in its ordinary sense, the revolution in which
the new political power is born by the use of force, the other is the
one, in its broader sense, that establishes a new political power with-
out shedding a drop of blood.
    The latter cases often arise in an advanced community, promising
socio-economic liberties. Such a revolution in advanced community
is termed usually social reform or social evolution.
    After all, the term revolution includes two types; political revolu-
tion with violence and social reform or social evolution.
    The socialism, therefore, will be also able to be divided into two
types; one of them begins as a revolution with violence, so-called
Blanquism, the other can begins as a constitutional assumption of
political･power i.e., a revolution with moderation so-called social
reform.
    The former must begin, as well as develop, as a revolutionary
movement, and in nearly all backward countries is found to be accom-
panied by violence, because of the violent opposition which the present
governing classes are certain to offer to its progress. In advanced
countries equipped with powerful parliamentary institutions, the
transition can and should begin as a constitutional movement, and
therafter develop into a social reform-social revolution-under the
aegis of the constitutional authority under which it began.
    By the way, in considering the two types of socialism, W. Rostow's
analysis is one of the effective methods by which understand socialism
as a whole. His method is to classify the stages of economic growth
in all societies, His five categories are the traditional society, the
precondition for the take-off, the take-off, the drive to maturity, and
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 the age ef high mass-consumption.(iO,
    Meanwhile, having developed, as I have stated above, in the latter
 half of the 19th century, european national ideologies have been
 still growing differently in different european countries, for example,
.Guild socialism, Fabianism in Great Britain; Syndicalism in France;
 Social-Democratism in Germany etc., such developing socialism in
 advanced countries, including also its movements, as a means of
 realising counter-elites' utopias against established powers. needless
 to say, have been also suthcently influenced by Marxism,
    Furthermore, colonial independent thoughts and movements, also
 no doubt, have been similarly influensed.
    After all, socialism, more or less derived from Marxism in modern
 society. defimes, to a large extent, in two types; one is the socialism
 in adv･anced countries, for briefly we may call it "advanced socialism",
 the other, the socialism in backward countries. shortly speaking.,
 "backward socialism."cii)
    The scheme of socialism will be concisely as followsi
                        [Advanced socialism)
                        Revisionism...............Fiscal-policyism
      Marxiansocialism(Bernsteinetc･) (Keynesetc.)
      (Marx, Engels)                       Leninism...................Stalinism
                        (Lenin) (Stalin, Mao)
                        [Backward socialisml
  (1 // Cf. E. H, Carr, Kait Marx, London 1934, P. V-VII.
  (2) G. D. H. Cole, Meaning of MZinxisnt, London, 1950, P. 11.
  (3) Cf, P. Sweezy, The sttrge of' capitalism de･velopenzent, 2nd, 1952, P. 190.
  (4) P. Sweezy, Socialism, New-York, 1949, P. 129.
  (5)/ ibid. P.129--130.
  (6',/ Ryazanoff, 7'ht' Corninttnist A･fanijCbsto of' KZirl Mdra; and Friedi'ich
      Engels, London, 1930, P. 102,
  (7) Cf, W. Rostow, The stcrge Qf' economic growth, Combi'idge, 1960, P. 157.
  (8) Engels,in the introducti.on of K. Marxs class stntggesin France (1895),said as
      follow: ...but history also proved us in the wrong, and revealed our opinion
      of that day as an iliusion, History went even farther; not onlv did it destrov
      our former error, but also it transformed completely the conditions' under
      which the proletariat will have to battle. The fighting method of 1848 are
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today, obsolete in every respects, and that is a point which right here
deserves closer investigation.--Marx, " Class strzeggle in F7'ance'' (1871'/
The introcluction, b)' Engels (1895), new-york. 1924, P. 7,
ibid P. 18.   ,W. Rostow, op., cil. P, 4.
for detailed critiques of Marxs' outlook under Modern societv.see M                                                   'Shimada, " Minshu.thugi toxva nantl ka (an analysis of socialism)' , Hohritsu
bunka-sha,Kyoto.Japan.I966,esp.pp.146tv189. '
                    (2) Advanced sociaiism
    Socia} revolution by gradualism
    Regarding Marxs' opinion in social revolution, "there have been
many follovsrers of Marx who have argued that he would not have held
to it if he lived in the age of social democracy's parliamentary
advance."(i)
   One of the followers, E. Bernstein took his position that "the
theory which on the evolution of modren society the Communist
Manifesto sets forth was correct as for as it characterized the genera}
tendencies of that evolution. It was mistaken in several special
deductions, above all in the estimate of the time the evolution would
take."(2)
   He, one of the representative Marxist student howevers made a
great mistake which unfortunately results in identifying Marxs' period
with his ones, i.e,, liberal stage of capitalism with imperialistic stage of
it. His critics of Marxian thought, therefore, was a failure, and vLras,
neverthless. wrapped up ultimateiy in Marxs' outlook.
   In other words, it has been proved that his thought was Marxian
outlook suited to advanced countries. According to Bernstein, "in
advanced countries we see the privilages of capitalist bourgeoisie
yielding step by step to democratic organization. Underthe influence
of this, and driven by the movement of the working classes which is
daily becoming stronger, a social reaction has set in against the ex-
ploiting tendencies of capital, a concentration which, aithough it still
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  proceeds timidly and feebly. yet does exist, and is always drawning
  more department of econmic life under its influences. Factory legis}a-
  tion, the democratizing of local government, and the extention of its
 area of work, the freeing of trade-unions and system of co-operating
 from legal restrictions, the consideration of standard condition of labour
  in the work undertaken by public authorities-al] these characterise
  this phase of the evolution."(3)
     "The more the political organisations of modern natjons. therefore.
  are democratized, the more the needs and opprtunities of great politi-
  cal catastrophes are diminished. Furthermore, modern peoples like
  europeans, in advanced countries getting their democratic parliament-
  ary advance, widening of the franchise, especially since First World
  War. up to the final establishment of universal suffrage, have accumu-
  {ated. by their efforts, the great growth of social legislation and re-
 distribution of wealth through taxation and have created popular
  education."(4)
     '` Marx, as we have seen so often, said, it is undeniably possible
 to convert a majority of the electorate on universal suffrage;its majority
 ･support, as a rule, labourer parties, and a government, through pro-
 tetarian majority, overturn to the machinery of labourer's state, so
 as to effect the socialist revolution by strictly constitutional rneans,
  i.e., social reform in advanced countries style: these phases avoid all
 the dislocations and dangers which are involved in radical revolution
 and in the smashing of the bourgeois state."(5)
     By the way, Marx showed, in Manifesto, ten forms of measures
 that the proletariats had to, in the first instance, take up, as they
 .overthrew an established power by revolution and after in order to
 stabilize their dictatorship; these measures can be effected by despotic
 'inroads upon the rights of property and by despotic interference with
 bourgeois methods of production.(6)
     Most of these measures in advanced countries have already been
 accomplished or are being at present accomplished in more or less
 degree. The people of advanced countries got their aims not by force
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of revolution but by gradual advance of parliamentalism.
   It is important to note what G.D.H. Cole said "that the parlia-
mentary system is strongly entrenched, and has behind it a long
record of economic success in advanced countries like Great Britain,
the United States and Germany. In these countries autocracy was
superseded long ago, while capitalism still a progressive system with
its recent victories was still to come, under the aegis of the bour-
geoisie operated parliamentary institutions; the suffrage was extented                                                             ?working-class organisations were allowed freedom to grow, economic
pressure from below was met by concessions as well as by repres-
sions, and the state become a machine for the dispensing of social'
service as well as for the maintenance of the rights of these achieve-
ments, to getting with the raising standard of life characteristic ot
an advancing capitalist system. Although there was even in these
countries some of the growing reaction against classical parliament as-
the difficulties of capitalism increased, parliamentarism neverthless
remained strongly entrenched in the minds of all classes, including
the workers."(7)
   Fiscal poli.cyism
   "Having developed, because of scarcity of Iabour in relation to
vast land, of abundant national resources, the United States was once
acclaimed as an example of a prosperous capitalism which could offer
highways without adverse reaction on profits, could escape the class-
antagonism. Suddently came, in the 1930's a slump of capitalism
which disappeared her optimism."(8) Cole said that "under the influ-
ence of this slump the United States was impelled to embark upon
a "New Deal" which was an experiment in controlled capitalism on
a bases of economic nationalism."(9)
   In other words, "" in face of any serious breakdown or recession,.
the electorat･e will insist at the least on a L' New Deal" of the Roose-
velt type, and, if this is refused them or fails to achieve recovery,
will transfer its support to those who are seeking to convert the
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system trom state controlled capitalism."(iO)
   On the other hand, the phase of imperialistic capitalism would
also be the phase of the domination of financiai capital in which Marx
did not lived. In this phase, the predominance would belong to the owner
and maniplulators of tremendously accumnlated money capital. These
might be either bankers or the head of finance houses and investment
agencies.Cii) They usually have close connections with the leaders of
national government. persuading them to take favorable policies.
    In the case of `" New Deal" policy, it has, no doubt, proved that
･industrial capitalism failed and was to be substituted by financial
capitalism; it means, in other words, the adoption of fiscal policy by
nationaj government, i.e,, the emergence of so-called Keynes theory.
    D. Dillard in appreciation of Keynes theory, rightly says as follws:
"the practical implication of contemporary of classical economics are
essentially laissez-faire, and laissez-faire was dying during the first
world war and the years which followed. Keynes wrote a tract called
'The End of Laissez-Lfdire in 1926."(i2' "Since his theory was always
geared to policy, the logical outcome of the conviction that laissez-
faire was dead must have led rather surely in time to the further
conviction that classical economics as an adequate system of thought
was also dead."(i:3)
    In other words, Keynesian basic point was to suggest methods of
protecting the declining cap-italism against the loss of the self-recover-
mg powers.
    Keynes theory is directed towards the problems of modern economic
crisis, full employment without involuntary unemployment against
growing unemployment i,e., industrial reserve armies.
    In orde･r to achieve these aims, according to Dillard, "the logical
･starting point of Keynes' theory of employment is the principles of
effective demand. Total employment depends on total demand. and
unemployment resuts from a deficiency of total demand. Effective
demand manifests itself in the spending of income. As employment
increase, income increase. A fundamen,tal principle is that as the
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real income of a community increase, consumption wil] also increase
but by iess than income. In order to have suthcient demand, there
must be, therefore, an increase in real investment equal to the gap
between the income and the consumption demand out of that income."(i4)
    After all, the increase of effective demand depends largely on the
increases both of the propensity to consume and the inducement to
invest. these depend wholly on the fiscai policy of the government.
for instance. redistribution and levelling up of wealth. i.e., a vigorously
gradusted tncome tax, social security by social legislation for the
former, investment by public corporation for the latter."5'
    In advanced countries. where laissez-faire capitalism first arose,
many contradictions that had been criticized by Marx already died,
the modern capitalism keeps only alive under the regulated fiscal
policy of the government.(i6>
  (1) G,D.H. Cole, VVhat Afar:c really ,,teant, 1934. P. 186.
  C2) E. Bei'nstein, " E'volutionai), socialism "-tr, by Harvey,from Die Voraus-
      setzungen des Sozialismus und Aufgaben der Sozialdemokratie, zeveite
      auflage. Berlin,-New York, 1921, P. 10.
  (3) ibid. P. ]1,
  <41, ibid. P. 12
  (5) ibid P. 12.
  <6) These measures will naturally differ from country to country.
      In the most advanced countries they will, generally speaking, take the
      following forms:
      1. Expropriation of landed property,and the use of landrents to defray
      state expenditure.
      2. A vigorously graduated income tax
      3, Abolition of the right of inheritance.
      4. Confiscation of the property of all 6migr6s and rebeis.
      5. Centralisation of credit in the hands of the state, by means of a
      national bank with state capital and an exclusive monopoly,
      6. Centralisation of the means of transport in the hands of the state.
      7, Increase of national factories and means of production, cultivation ot
       uncultivated land, and improvement of cultivated land ln accordance with
      a general plan
      8 Universal and equal obligation to work; organisation ot industriai
      armies, especially for agriculture.
      9. Agriculture and urhan industry to work hand-in-hand, in such a way
      as, by degrees. to obliterate the distinction between town and country.
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     10. Public and free educati'on of all children. Abolition of factory work
      for children in its present form, Education and material production to be
      combined.-A･{fttnij'esto, Rb,a2anqff. op. cit. P. 52.
  (7) G.D.H. Cole, Alraning, op, cit, p, 165.
  (8) ibid. P. 95,
  (9) ibid. P. 95.
  (10) ibid. P. 97.
  (11) ibid. P. 123.
  (12) Keynes wrote a book called " The LassezVbeire and Commnnism", London,
      1926, in which the tract was involued as Part I.
  (13) D. Dillaizl, " The Economics of John Ma),na7]d Kaynes,'' London, 1954,
      P. 295.
  (14) ibid. P. 29.
  <15> Cf, Keynes, " The General Theoi:y qf' EmPloyment, Interest and Money,"
      London 1936. PP, 89-"174.            '  (16) Keynes kept his position against Marxism as follows:
      The purpose of the book as a whole may be described as the establishment
      of an anti-Marxian socialism, a reaction against Laissez-faire built on
      theoretical foundations totally unlike those of Marx in being based an a
      repudiation instead of on an acceptance of the classical hypotheses, and
      on an unfettering of competition instead of its abolition.-Keynes ibid
      P. 355-
      It caused, I guess, that which different circumstances arose between them.
                      (3) Backward socialism
    Scar of ex-colonialism
                                         '    Marx wrote in his "Ccipital" (1867) as follows: "the discoveries
of gold and silver in America;extirpation of the indigens in some
instnces, their enslavement or their entombment in the mines, in
others; the beginnings of the conquest and looting of the East Indies;
the transformation of Africa into a precinct for the supply of the
negros who are the raw material of the slave trade-these were the
incidents that characterized the rosy dawn of the era of capitalist
production."(i)
    He said, furthermore, that "we could only make our way by the
assumption, there had been a process of primary accumulation-an
accumulation which was not the outcome of the capitalist method of
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production, but the starting poin.t thereof."(2) These phase stated
above were the idyllic process that formed the chief factors of primary
accumulations as well as many sorts of a usurpation effected by a
system of ruthless terrorism, in Great Britain of recent times, i.e.,
parliamentary form of robbery was to pass Act for the enclosure of
commons,(3) land held in common that was annexed by great land lords,(4)
spoliation or theft of the property of the church, of the common
lands,(5) etc., whereby the countryvolk were divorced from the land
in their own country,
   Such a ruthless terrorism increasingly operated not only during the
first period of colonization, when the aim was for primary capital
accumulation, but also continued in order to maintain and enlarge
for the purpose of markets for acquiring raw material and selling the
finished products.
   Let me point out the case of Great Britain in relation to India as
a sample of how the form of colonization going on. According to･
Marx, '` The English East India Company, as is well known, was not
only politically supreme in India, but had an exclusive monopoly of
the tea trade, as of the China trade generally, and of the transport
of goods to and from Europe.
   But the coasting trade of India and among the islands, and also･
the internal trade of India, were a monopoly of the higher officials of
the company. The monopolies of salt, opium, betel and other wares,
were inexhaustible mines of wealth. The oflicials fixed the prices at
their own sweat well, and fieeced the unhappy Hindus unmercifully,
The governer-general took part in this privats traffi.c. His favorites･
received contracts under conditions which enabled them, since they
were cleverer than the alchemists, to make gold out of nothing.
Great fortunes sprung up like mushrooms, primary aGcumulation going
ahead witheut the original eutput of as much as a shilling."(6)
   It is weH known that an inflowing of tremendous wealth in Great
Britain, through East India Company, boosted the development of
english capitalism to such a european exports that it was feit neccessary
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･to forbid such a immoral acquistive lives stated above.
    Moreover the colonial areas for the colonial powers were nothing
telse a joyful hunting areas of getting "games" in which the indigens
'were utterly expolited their material wealth and labour by the knavish
';tricks of the conqueror. Instead, the colonial despotism gradually act
into the lives of the native population.
    Having adopted the "divide and rule" policies as a shrewd trick
,･in colonization, Great Britain, for a long time, ruled the native popu.
･latiou and sueked them to the very marrow,
    She followed consistently the above policies, first, it was hoped
tby the British that the native population would lose and exhaust
themselves by fighting with one another, hopelessly would be unable
to present a dangerous united front against the ruling powers. and,
･second, as Marx said, 200 millions native men were ruled by 200 thousands
･ofthe aborigines' Sepoys under the control of only 40 thousands of
English troops.(7)
    What an effective colonization it is, so as to enjoy the maximum
ltof luxury at the minimum of cost!
    By the way, though the development of capitalism in the last
'stage of the Tsarist Russia was able to take to some extent, it was
never due to her spontanejty, but to the consequences of new inter-
national econmic relations; she was invaded or occupied by european
･capitalism, especially French capitalism, rather than was supported
by him.
    Even though the Tsarist Russia enjoys her nominal independefice,
tshe was practically subjected to the european economic control.(8)
    The people in Russia, a large number of peasants and unskilled,
poor. Iabours were, therefore, tortured in unimaginable poverty and
･destitution as a result of the invasion of the european capitalism. in
･exchange for a luxurious enjoyment of the Tsar as a marrionette of
･european capitalism.(9)
    Although the native population and other peoples under similar
£onditions, almost spontaneously, repeatedly disobeyed and rose in
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revolt against the ruthless exploitations of the conquerors or their
agents, such uprising never so much procceeded. because of being
found out always. by the ruling power in their beginnings, That is
why the popular ievel mass-movement by which european civic society
had formed, wag hardly able to strike roots in the backward or under--
developed countries.
    For the frustrated intelligent Lenin. being educated european
culture, especiaily Marxism as a critic philosophy of the civic society
in the latter half of the 19th century, it was more than he could
possibly bear to assume an indifferent attitude to an inferior socio-
economical structure of native land in which a number of native
peasants and unskilied labourers was vigorously exploited by foreign
capitalism, It was under such a circumstance that Leninism grew up.
Lenins' pampiet, " Wliat is to be done?" t,l902), is the typical themc
in the backward sociaiism i.e., so-called Communism.
   It is noteworthy that Lenin said. in his pamplet, as foilows; "l,
speak and work always keeping in mind the absolute Russia."CiO)
   Leninism means in brief, that a minority groupCii) organizing blri
a conspiratorial agitative elites struggjes against a rotten establishedi
power, i.e., Tsarist Russia to seek power. in the name of the pro
letariat, being unprepared to fulfi1 their historic destiny.(i2)
   In other words, Lenin has reorganized Marxs' outlook socialism
cbnforming to the backward country that was left behind in the march
of socio-economical progress, i.e., Bolshevism that did not work on
the basis of the popular ievel mass-movement.
   It is also important that on interpreting Marxs' outlook, more
exactly, Marxian technical terms, for example, proletariat, revolution,
proletarian dictatorship etc., many controvacies among Lenin and
european socialist had arisen; There are, for example, controvercies
between Lenin and Kautsky with respect to the proletarian dictator-
ship,U3) between Lenin and Losa Luxenburg in connection with the
proletarian organization(i4) etc..
   Above all it is to be note that the above controvercies originate in the-
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 differences of not a point of views, but of circumstances among them.(is)
    How to get the colonial independance
    European bourgeois states, each of which claims sovereign l;ower
over its own affairs, have been founded upon nationalism with its
emotional appeal. It goes without saying that there are many economic
competitions among these national states. Each state attempts to supply
 her major economical needs. Consequently, the frantic imperial
scrumbles of markets among states have resulted into unequal dis-
 tribution of the globe. It led to the World War. In these phases
 their national bourgeois states gradually were weakened to rule their
colonies in Asian and African areas, popularly called. A.A. areas. It
 was so because, for example, they had to give more concentration to
 the european theatre of war while the other hand had to persuaed
 the colonial people to help them out in their hours of trial by man
and material while at the same time had to give the promise of in-
 dependence to the colonies after the hostiles had ended. All these,
 however. Ied to the weaking of the colonial power on their colonies.
    But in the meantime, colonial peoples oppressed by european
 bourgeois national states established on the principles of democracy
against feudal hierarchism, also demanded their independance against
european national state. It is called neo-nationalism. neo-democracy.
Under such circumstances, A. A, areas. especially after the World
 War II. underwent vast political. social and psychological changes,
as a resuit of which the european colonial overlords were forced to
give up one after another their coJonial possessions and al]ow them
to work out their own destinies, It is therefore. that thev have
achieved political independance now.
    Most of the new rising states of the A. A. areas, to-day. are
democratic republics. It is a matter of regret, however, that a de-
mocracy in these states is not only just on paper, but also actally
dictatorships. It is so because republican goverments were largely
established through a successful revolution that overthew the previous
t'egimes. The new goverment thus were constituted by the members
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of the armed forces, mainly professional military officers, who was the
elites of their states educated in european liberal outlooks. Not long
after, however, they elected another government. using stronger power
    It is important to know why the Coup d'Etats replaced another
ones' in backward countries of A.A. areas. It is because such in-
cidents result mainly from the factors ofthe socio-economical structure
of their countries; that is to say, because of the ugly feft-over of
the colonia] powers behind them.
    The great populations of A.A. areas, as I have stated, "display
multiple cultural variety, with comparatively few exceptions, they.
howeven exist at a very ]ow level of civilisations. Instead, their
leaders are trained in a european culture, and therefore alien, even
hostile, in their traditions. These phases make the path of develop-
ment' even rougher than it generally is everyone,"(i6)
    Their people are usually occupied with agriculture and stock
raising. but their techniques are so primitive that it is, today, and
for many, years to come, will remain an underdepeloped economic
system; their standard of living is unimaginably low, because of mainly
their exploitation for a long time by the european colonial powers.
    But, then, hovLT these ex-colonies get their economic independance
actually? In essence, It depends upon the posibilities of the enlarge-
ment of their effective demand, What is to be done? What, in other
words, should be the best policy achieving their economic indepen-
dance:･' Divided into two methods this will be: (1) the adoption of
Stalinistic despotism, and the other (2) the economic development with
foreign aid from advanced countries.
    The former is chiefly adopted in the so-called Communist State.
In Soviet Russia, she has accomplished her remarkable development
of economic system through several five year plans with strenuous
efforts, even at the expense of cruel purges.
   The latter is adopted by the so-called liberal democratic states on
the basi･s of signiflcant foreign aid.
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    It must be to pay our attention to the occupation policy of the
United States in Japan after the World War II. In order to aid the
recovery and expansion of the japanese economic system, the United
States took the following steps: she carry out the democratization of
the japanese society by emancipating a large number of landless peasants
by giving them iands dispocessing the great land owners' estates;
by the dissolution of the big financial companies; by breaking into
pieces every fie]d of the feudalistic-hierarcy. through severe purges.
Under such a new circumstance, most of the japanese people greatly
enjoyed the benevolent benefits of the American policies in the form
of, e.g., redistribution of wealth, standardization of socia] Jife and
education, especially increase of highly educated person. in short,
enlargement and improvement of social-welfare,
    In this aspect, it means economically the increasing of effective
demand in japanese society. This will be one of the important ex-
amples of the successful foreign aid policy.
    On the contrary, it g. oes without saying that it will be a fruitless
foreign aid policy of advanced country to give even any abundant
economic help, to the backward country suffering from underdeveloped
economic conditions as a result of the survival of the feudalistic socio-
economical hierarcy sti)l left behind colonization.
    In other words. the effectiveness of such benevolent foreign aid
poiicy will soon disappear before even getting into the hands of the
masses of the peoples of these countries mostly want this help.
  (1) Md, v, " Capitat C1867),'' tr. C. Paul, London, 1928, P. 832.
 (2) ibid. P. 792.
 <3) ibid. Cf. P. 813.
 (4) ibid, Cf. P. 804.
  (5) ibid. Cf. P. 813,
 (6') ibid. P. 834,
 (7) Cf. Marx " rebellion ojL' the Indies'' (1856). quoting from Japanese tr.
      of " All Warks of Marx and Engels," though I know of no english book
      that gives it stated above.
 tg HughSeton-Watson,inhisTheRatternoj['CotnmumlstRevolution,London,
      Rev. enla. edition 1960, wrote that "In Russia and Eastern Europe an
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    industrial working class was growing rapidly in the first decade ot tlie
     twentieth Century. The great majority of these new workers were un-
    skilled, and their standard of Iiving was as low as that of the peorer
    peasants, not only were they materially poor, and exposed to exploitation
     by their employers, but also they suffered from the mental and emotional
     bewilderment that resulted from the loss of one social environment-village
     life-sN'hich was not yet compensated by absorption in a new sociely.'' (P, 5).
(9) Cf, Hugh Seton-Watson, ibid. P. 6. "Russia and Balkan states provide
     good examples. More pernicious than this mass petty corruption was the
     large-scale corruption sometimes practised by individuals highly placed in
     the government machine, who, uncontrolled by representative institutions,
     were able to sell valuable privileges to wealthy buyers,domestic or foreign.
    for reaily high prices.'' ･
     In relation to the conditions of communist success, see also cyril E, Black
     "TheAnttlcipation of'Comntunist Revolutions'' in "Communism an(l
     Revolution " edit. by same author, Princeton, 1964. P, 425
(10,t W.L. Lenin, Sanitlich II,'eike, Band N, Berlin. 1929, P. 253.
(11> Lenin showed us his proposition that took the neccessity of the so-calied
     vanguard revolution: " Upon what rests the disciplines of the revolutionar>'
     party of the proletariat? How is it controlled? How is it strengthened'
     Firstly, by the classconsciousness ot the proletarian vangard...Secondly, by
     its abiiity to mix with toiling masses...Thirdly, by the soundness of the
     pol!tical leadership. carried on by this vanguard ''...
     -Lenin, "Loflr com.munism, an inftintite disorder," (.1920), The toiler,
     1920, P. 6--7.
(12) Cf. W. Rostow, op. cit. P. 159. Ct, Lenin, State and Re･volt{tion'' {1917J.
     1946, P. 13.
(13) Kautsky's position shows in his work " The dictotorship qf' the proletariet,
     (1918), tr. Eng., London, P. 43,
     Lenin criticsed against Kautskys' and took his view in his work'' 1"he
    proletarian re･volution and Kautseey the tenegade. (1918), London. 1929,
     P. 126.
(14) Lenin, " One stqp fbrzvant txvo steP backzvant" (1904) in `` Selectionsfront
     Lenin" Vol. 1 London, 1929, P. 171, P. 176, P. 196. versus Rosa Luxem-
     burg, `` To the oiganir.vation qf' the Russian solialist democratic-Rai-t.y''
     (Neue Zeit, 1904) "All works of Rose Luxemburg'' tr. Jap. Tokyo, 1963,
     vol. 1. P. 274,
     Kautsky also had a similar view, Kautsky, op. cit. P. 45-6
(15,/ Cf F. Sternberg, CaPitalisnt and socialistn on trial, new-york,1950, P 206.
     H. M. Hyndman, 7"he ez,olution of re･volution, nexvrvork, 1921, P. 395-6,
     Tugan-Baranousky, A･fbclen socialisnt in the historical de'velopement. London,
     1910, P. 226. P. 228,
(16,/ Cf. De Grazia and H, Stevenson, H>rortd Politics, new-york, 1961, P. 253.
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                         (4) Conclusion
    A propos, Marxs' vision predicted in his "Critics of Gotha Pro-
 gramme (1875)". '` from everyone according to his faculties, to every.
 one according to his needs,"(i) as a most comfortable life of human
 conditions in the higher phase of Communist society. will be able to
 gain early ripening in the modern states. achieving the stage of the
 age of high mass-consumption by adoption of advanced socialism as in
 West Germany and the United States etc., rather than the states getting,
 in general, backward socialism as in A.A. areas'.`･2) In these modern
 advanced states, high mass-consumption of human lives in mass-society.
 even today. have created inceasingly the stereotyped working force
 and the stereotyped propensity to consume. We shall start to examine
 these two tendencies. First. why are the working forces becoming
 streotyped? That is while technical maturity was being approached,
 men began to take to working in a well advanced industrial societv:
because of the use of miraculous labour saving machines of industria-
zation. men's manuel and intellectual labours showed, in fact, substatial
decline On the other hand, there were an increasing high-mass pro-
ductions which correspond to the effective demand of societies. For
examp]e. because of the use of a tractor, machine tools like a com-
 bine cultivator in agriculture, many sorts of a precisely iathes in
 factories. engineering and electric machines or even electronic com-
putor in bussiness management, human [abours, both manuel and
intellectuals are gradually removed from participating ln their work:
 in a word, the effects of works depend on the machine itself, having
nothing to do with whether ability of men to work are well or not;
at the same time, it means that Iabours depend duly on the manipu-
 lation of machines by men, like simple push butten work, and in
future. machines wiil achieve work from heavv labour such as a
building construction to higher mteliectual labour Iike a plan-making
or even decision-making of enterprise, altogether avoiding persons or
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fequiring the participation of men's labour. Incidentally I may say
'that men will have abundantly their ieisures, Consequently. the
.abilities of human labour always will be equal, regardless of age, sex
and colour. And, then, wages for everyone's work also will be equal.
    Marxs' vision "from everyone according to his faculity" will,
in future. peacefully gain its aims, because of the dissolution of the
･differences of quantities and qualities of personal labours.
    Second, their demand for propensity to consume will depend largely
upon the supply ofthe material and intellectual products. Its products
tend to standardize of human life such a instant food like a cold
･chains', a prefab housing of shelter, a clothing such a ready-made
garment etc. in the material cases. Similarly accumulations of human
･common sense, also will be standardized through mass-communication-
media like radio, televison, movies, newspapers and even unimaginable
future electronics information in the intellectual sense.                          '    This means, in large extent, that it tends to the socio-economic
.levelling up and standardized human life in mass-society.
    After all, there will be, in future, substanial identification of the
･demand for propensity to consume of their living on material as well
as intellectual matters, although at present we are living in a complex
-society, characterized by pluralistic demands depending upon individual
personal liking,
    In short, the next of Marxs' vision, "to everyone according to
'his needs", will be completely fulfi1 in such future society, where
･everyone, propensity for the intellectual and material demand will be
identical. Everyone will put this equal labour in such society, and
･everyone get an equivalent value in compliance with his needs.
    After all, Marxs' visions' " from everyone according to his faculties,
'to everyone according to his needs" will doubtlessly be realized in the
not so much remote future (about two or three centuries after Marx
･died) society, and what Marxs saying "labour has become not only a
.mean of life, but also the highest want in life"(3) meant will be suit-
,able in this moment.
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(1) What we are dealing with here is a communist society, not as it has
     developed on its own basis, but, on the contrary, as it is just issuing out
     of capitalist society; hence, a society that still retains, in every respect,
     economic, moral and intellectual. the birthmarks of the olcl society froin
     whose womb it is issuing.,..
     Equal right is here, therefore, still according to the principle, capitalist
     right, although principle and practice are no longer in conflict with each,
     other, while the exchange of equevalents in the exchange of commodilies
    exists only on the average, not in the individual cases.
     ......But these shortcomings are unavoidable in the first phase of communist
    society, as it has just issued from capitalist society after long travail.
    Right can never be superior to the economic development and stage of
     civilsation conditioned thereby.
     In the higher phase of Communist societ.v, after the enslaving subordination,
     of the individual under the division of Iabor has disappeared,and therewith･
     also the opposition between manual and intellectuaHabor: after labor has,
     become not only a means of life, but also the higher want of life; when,
     with the developmenl of all the faculties of the individual, the productive
     forces have corresqondingly increased, and all the sqrings of social wealth,
     flow more abundantly-only then may the limited horizon of caqitalist right
     be left behind entirely, and society inscribe on its banners: From everyone
     according to his faculties, to everyone according to his needsI"
     -``Comment on the lbla4fbi'm of' tlie German labor parts, for short:
     Gotha programme. C1875). new-york, 1922, P. 30.
(2) Cf. UL Rosto'iv, op. cit. P. 74.
(3) Marx, ``Goethe programme" op. cit. P. 31.
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